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Preface

Nane1 (2000) While delivering the opening leacter to “Ancient
and Medieval History of Indian Agriculture” and its relevance to
Sustainable Agriculture in 21st Century”, elaborately presented the
world History of Agriculture with emphasis on Indian sub- Continent
in a period wise fashion. It traces the situation from 1200-9500
years ago to 1000-700 years. Mehra2 (2000) based on Archaeological
sites of the Neolithic settlements of Chopani Mando, Koldihwa and
Mahagara in the Bellan valley, presented a sequence of transition
from the stage of food gathering and hunting in the Epipaleolithic
age through food production to the domestication of plants and
animals.

Vedas (3700 B.C.) are treated as the base for tracing the Indian
History of Agriculture (besides Archeological indices). Deliberating
on the contents of Rigveda (oldest among the 4 Vedas), Nene &
Sadhale3 presented an analysis of ruches (mantras) relating to Sun,
Rain, Trees, Birds, Animals. As we move further in the Vedic
literature, the contribution becomes clearer. There is no dearth of
literature describing ancient agricultural wisdom in a scattered
manner in varying time frame. Hence, an attempt has been made
to categories that knowledge in a framework of modern
understanding. Therefore, the scholars hesitate to accept the
richness of this wisdom. How to bring all that material in a
systematic pattern, to which, we are accustomed is a challenge. It
demands lot of time and effort. Hence, it is not our attempt to
claim that all what is available in the country has been scanned
thoroughly. But, this is a significant attempt to draw from the store
house of ancient knowledge, use full content, having utility in our
time.

It is a historical presentation of ancient agricultural wisdom
covering 3 aspects namely-Cow, Crop and Rain Forecast. Therefore,
the 3 papers covering three topics, can not be claimed to cover the
entire ground which is vast. However, this certainly is supportive
of the hypothesis that Ancient Wisdom has relevance even today.

The strength to the argument gets support when we go through
the 4 articles of Deshpandey on Rishi Krishi, Koch on Homa Therapy
(with field observations of Peru), Datir on Agnihotra treated crops

4

and Ayangare on Kunapa Jal. All the 4 writings vividly demonstrate
the efficacy of Ancient Ideas. Therefore, a case is made to examine
minutely the existing ancient knowledge base.

Furthermore, in the presentations of first two papers of Tiwari
and Singh, we find an attempt to present the ancient wisdom in the
modern frame work, which is expected to be more palatable to the
westernized modern agricultural scientists. So is the paper of Mishra
on Almanacs.

The ancient agricultural practices are listed out in a chronological
way. The information has been gathered using both archaeological
and literary evidences. It has been categorized in the sub-heads
through the ages. The literature consulted for chronological
arrangement of ancient farming practices have been drawn from
the following (From earliest period to 1000-1900 B.C.) Sources: -

Vedas or Samhitas (5000-3700 BC)

The term ‘Veda’ or ‘Samhita’ represent a particular form of
literature. The Vedas are said to be revealed to seers of different
ages and handed down intact from generation to generation by oral
tradition. There are said to be four Vedas, viz., the Rigveda Samhita,
the Samveda Samhita, the Yajurveda Samhita and the Atharvaveda
Samhita.

The Samhitas are collections of hymns, prayers, invocations,
charms, sacrificial formulae and the like selected from a vast
floating material and arranged and classified according to content,
utility or some other considerations. It is to be noted that the pieces
contained in these collections are very much older than the time of
their codification into four ‘Samhitas’ having been composed at
different periods of time and preserved through an oral tradition
when the pieces were selected and arranged in a definitive order.
Vedas are the most important source of knowledge in agricultural
practices.

The Brahmans (900/800 BC to 600/500 BC)

The Brahamans had been propounded after the revelation of
the hymns. The Brahman means an explanation of the hymns.
These are in the form of commentaries and explanations of the
Vedic hymns dealing primarily with the ritualistic aspect. The
important Brahman texts are the (a) Aitareya related to Rigveda;
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(b) the Shatapatha and (c) the Taittiriya related to Yajurveda; and
(d) the Gopatha of the Atharvaveda. The Brahamana provide an
insight into social, mythological and scientific thought-current
prevalent during the Vedic age.

The Upanishads (back to 6th BC)

The Upanishadas are philosophical texts and are culmination of
Indian spiritualism. The Upanishads focuses attention on the
aspects of Turth and Brahamana. These are generally composed in
a question answer form. They hardly provide information on the
social and cultural milieu. However, on close observation out of
the 300 Upanishadic texts some of them provide a glimpse on the
subject under study.

The Puranas (3rd Century AD to 1000 AD)

The Puranas are group of eighteen epics connected to old law
books on Vedas and are usually of ambiguous authorship. Several
Puranas were copious on information related to agriculture and
animal husbandry. The Agni Purana, Matsaya Purana, Garuda
Purana, Padma Purana, Linga Purana etc. Are more valuable to
the present study. The Agni Purana gives information on
Vrkshayurveda and other agricultural practices.

The Ramayana and The Mahadharata (1100-1200 BC
to 700/600 BC)

It is generally believed that Ramayana was written by Rishi
Valmiki. It contains 24000 verses (Slokas) and divided into seven
cantos. Most probably, it was written between 400 BC to 200 AD.

The Mahabharata contains 100000 Slokas or verses and divided
into eighteen parts. From religious angle it is believed that it was
written by Rishi Vedvyas in ancient days. Agriculture has always
been considered as an important indicator of the wealth of various
kings and their kingdom. In Mahabharata there are indications
about the agricultural operations.

The Buddhist and Jain Texts (600/500 BC to 1st Century
AD)

The Buddhist texts Suttonipata declares the general principles
of various agricultural practices such as method of ploughing
irrigation, sowing and the field crops as well as fruit crops. The

Jain texts/ literatures mainly consist of “Anga and Upangas” are
twelve in number. The volume contain the valuable teaching of
lord Mahavira. In the Jainism literature, Brihata kalpabhashya,
Nishithachurni, Gyatadharmakathanaga are mentioned several
practices of farming like ploughing, sowing, reaping and storage of
grains. Another texts ‘Jain Agam Sahitya mien Bharatiya Samaj’
contains much informative knowledge on agriculture.

Arthasatra (321-186 BC)

Kautilya’s Arthasastra contains lot of information on farming
practices such as seed treatment, land classification, sowing time
for different crops etc. in second century BC a book on the Greek
invasion written by Patanjali named Mahabhashya throws open
many ordinary material about the Greek invasion in India. It
contains some information regarding agriculture. Another text
written by Panini named as Ashtadhyayi throws light on some
farming practices.

Brithat Samhita (650 AD)

Brihat Samhita is a treaty in Sanskrit compiled by Varahamihira.
This text deals mainly with astrology but also discusses topics like
rain clouds, science of plants and plant life indication of yield of
crops from blooming of flowers, Vrkshayurveda etc.

Krishi-Parasara (650 AD)

Krishi-Parasara is a Sanskrit work attributed to sage Parasara
devoted exclusively to the different agricultural operation.
Regarding seed collection, perseveration and sowing, detailed rules
and methodology which is of a great practical value are mentioned
in this work.

Amarakosha

Amarakosha is a Sanskrit lexicon compiled by Pandit
Amarasimha. It mentioned chapters like Bhoomivarga,
Vanousadhivarga and Vaisyavarga give a comprehensive glimpse
of the art of classification of soil, land, implements used etc.

Vrishayurveda of Surapala (1000 AD)

Vrishayurveda of Surapala is a manuscript on horticulture and
botany and contains an interesting account on the preparation of
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different kind of manure. It also talks about plant diseases and
their treatment.

Other literatures were also used for study purpose. These were
Charaka Samhit (1000 BC to 400 AD) Sushruta Samhita (1000 BC
to 500 AD) and Manusmiriti etc. It is important to mention here
that as far as possible emphasis was given to go through original
texts written is Sanskrit but most of the translated texts were used
for study in English and Hindi.

The Archaeological Evidences

Archaeology has valuable information on agriculture. The
archaeological evidences show that agriculture began in India in
the New stone Age. The earliest evidence of agriculture in India
has been found at Meharagarh. At Koldihwa (Allahabad) cultivated
rice is dated 600 or 800 BC. These evidences prove that agriculture
began in Indian Subcontinent around 7000 BC. One comes across
terracotta figurines of plough and other implement depicted on seals.

In the light of review of above sources, the presentation in this
book is an attempt to invite the inquisitive mind to further probe.

About the Editors

Professor, V.K. Dubey was born in the marginal farmer’s family
of Eastern U.P. in the year 1940. Graduated in Agriculture in 1959
and Joined Agriculture Department of Bihar state. Spent around 6
years in the various extension positions in the field (Tribal & non
tribal areas). After acquiring masters degree in Agricultural
Extension from Bihar Agriculture college sabour, Bhagalpur, in
the year 1966, joined as Post Graduate Lecturer in Agricultural
Extension at K.A. college Allahabad. Ph.D. in Agricultural Extension
was completed from Indian Agricultural Research Institute (lARI)
New Delhi, under the Supervision of Professor C. Prasad (Ex-Deputy
Director general, Argil. Extension ICAR, New Delhi) in 1972.

The turning point came in the career in 1972, when he Joined
as Research Officer at National Dairy Research Institute, Karnal
(Haryana). He participated in a Field Experiment of “Using Video
in Rural Development”, in Collaboration with Memorial University
of New Found Land of Canada, which is known as Taparana
Experiment in Development Communication (Bottom up-side-ways
Communication). A film on the project is available on CIDA,
Canadian site, “Eyes see Ears Hear” on this project. He got
elevated to the post of Principal Scientist in Dairy Extension. He
established “National council of Development Communication”, a
professional society and started editing and publishing a research
Journal, “INTERACTION”. The name of the Journal has been
changed since 2000 and published as “Journal of communication
studies”, running in XXIX volume. It is a rated Journal of NAAS
and partially funded by ICAR, New Delhi.

Dr. Dubay moved to Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Banaras
Hindu University to take up the assignment of Professor & Head
Department of Extension Education, in the year 1984 where from
he superannuated in the June 2002, He published 42 research
papers; supervised 47 (Msc. Ag.) and 23 (Ph.D.) dissertations &
organized 22 seminars/symposia/workshops through out the
country.

He wrote & published 14 Books in Hindi Namely&tSfod [kkn]
tSfod dhVjks/kd] vfXugks=] ck;ksMk;ufed] vfgald [ksrh] tM+h cwVh dh [ksrh]
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la=Lr Hkkjrh; Ñf"kdk uo izcU/ku] tkxks fdlku tkxks (Natioanl Council of
Development Communication) for Farmers. He also published Hindi
Books for Academics nqX/k mRiknu ,d foospu&gfj;k.kk lkfgR; vdkneh]
paM+hx<+( Hkkjr esa izlkj f'k{kk&gfj;k.kk lkfgR; vdkneh] pMhx<+( Ñf"k ,oa xzke
fodkl esa ohfM;ksa ,oa nqjn'kZu&gfj;k.kk lkfgR; vdkneh] paM+hx<+( izkphu Hkkjr esa
Ñf"k Kku &Hkkjrh; Ñf"k vuqla/kku ifj"kn] ubZ fnYyh( vkS"k/kh; iks/kksa dh O;olkf;d
[ksrh ,oa tSfod [ksrh i)fr;ka (INTERNATIONAL BOOKS DISTRIBUTING
CO. LUCKNOW).

His English publications are- Sustaining Traditional Agricultural
Practices for Food Security; Development Communication;
Agricultural Communication (International Books Distributing
Company, Lucknow); Extension Education and Communication (A
Text Book for P.G. Students), Published by M/s. New Age
International Publishers, New Delhi; Relevance of Ancient Indian
Agricultural wisdom in Modem Context and Sustaining Indigenous
knowledge for Food Production (Agrotech Publishing Academy,
UDAIPUR). Health Communication in India & Communication
Behaviour of Indian Women (M/s. Gyan Publications, New Delhi).
Currently, there are 4 Books in writing stage- Home Science
Extension Education and Communication (For P.G. Students in
Home Science - Hindi and English) and Rural development in India.
(For P.G. Students in Rural Management & Rural Development -
Hindi & English) Presently, he is devoting his attention to “Save
Democracy Campaign”. Soon some writing in this context is likely
to appear. Contact E-mail : vkpd_nede@yahoo.in

Dr. Kanu Priya Chaturvedi, the 2nd editor, is a bright young
female Scientist in the field of Horticulture (Fruit crops) at Indian
Horticultural Research Institute, Hassargatta, Bangalore. She
secured Irst Position in Bsc. Ag. and Msc. Ag. (Horticulture) with
gold Medals of Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. She did her
Ph.D. in Fruit Science from Indian Agricultural Research Institute
New Delhi. Currently she is perusing work in the area of Bio-
Technology at Indian Horticulture Research Institute, Bangalore.
Contect E-mail : kp.kanu@gmail.com

About the Book

There is no shortage of literature by the scholars of Sanskrit in
this field. However, this attempt is to interpret the knowledge in a
specific context only. Therefore, if a person seeks to know about
Various Management Aspects of Cow keeping or Growing food crops,
fruit plants, he has to labour hard to go through the rich store
house of Ancient Literature. Many a times, all are not available at
one place. Hence, there is tendency to ignore the ancestral wisdom
or brand it as orthodox.

This enormous knowledge, experimented and observed by
thousands of learned persons over a period of time, cannot be
discarded as concocted stories. However, western world has not
left any stone unturned to make us believe so. The greedy modern
man, who only thinks in terms of ownership of knowledge, finds it
unpalatable when confronted with the notion that knowledge is for
mankind at large. The ancient individuals who have shared their
rich experiences do follow this norm. They did not claim any patent
out of their efforts. At the same time their exercise vividly establishes
the relevance of Ancient Wisdom in modern context. Looking to
the enormous material in our hand, this is a peanut.

This book is an open invitation to the scholars who believe in
humanitarian Science, to come forward and face the new challenges
of our time by Experimenting in this vast knowledge field. Although
it is late but not very late to take the note of knock at our door.

The first author is very pleased to share the 3 Ph.D. thesis work
of Tiwari, Singh and Mishra through this publication. They are
namely:

Cattle management practices in Ancient India and its
rationality in modern context, (Manoj Tiwari 2001) Ph.D. thesis,
Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi.

Farming system in Ancient India and its relevance is
modern context: a critical study, (R.K. Singh 2002) Ph.D. thesis,
Institute of Agricultural sciences, Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi.
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